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This paper describes the Steiner *triple systems whit+ have autorxorphism groups 
acting transitively on the blocks but not doubly transitively on the points. In the case of 
those systems not previously describlcd, there is a group acting regularly on ihe blocks 
and the number nf points is a prime ;~we; congruent to 7 modulo 12. A formula 
yi&!ing She number (up to isomorphism) of Ehese systems with a given number of points 
i% derived. 
I. Intr~~~ductioin 
Defhihn 1.1. A Stebw triple SJWY~~ (STS) is an ordered pair ( I/, B), 
where iv is a finite set of elements called points and B is a collection of 
blocks, each containing exactly three points of I? Furthermore, if x and 
y are distinct points, then there exislts exactly one block PE B such that 
X, y E j3. 
Ir is bvell known that ZI necessav condition for the existence of an 
STS is I Vt = 1 or 3 (mod 6)“’ 
The permutation-group-theoretic terminology used is standard and 
can be found irr ] IO], with the following ex ptions: ifRa is a permuta- 
tion group and !X&thenR~~)={~ER: P=A)andRA={rEIF:e’=o 
for all a E A}. Othier group-theoretic notior re contained in f41, excepf 
Z:(q) = it + QP + b: Q, k, t E GF( $ 
the ,group of semilinear transfo~ati~ns on 
fat ewr9 prime p dividing en - I tkte exists ti positive integer m < n 
adi &al' p divides P - I. Then either c is A MWWFW~ prime and n = 2, 
arc= 2 lznd n = 6. 
Lem 2.2 (see [$I). Let R” be a solvable $-transitive permut&ion 
groq?. Then one of the foiiowing situations QCCih!x 
$ : ) Rrp, is Q Ftobenius group; 
U) s1= W(q), R 4 Z(q); 
(,,3) R” is 4 certain group of transfoPnlations acting cn W(q) X GF(q); 
(4) IQiE {3”, 52, 72, 112, 1T2, S4). 
Let Rn be a transitive permutation group of rank r, and let the orbits 
08 R, be r&C) = *fx}, i-&x), . . . . I’&x). We can choose the notation SQ 
that &r&Y = i’#g) for all x E C2 and g E R and for 1 < i 6 r. Let 
ht = t&(x)l, artd define i’ by I’f (x) = I’;(x). The ilmtersection numbers 
for Ra are defined by pj? = Irk(y) n rj(X)l if 9 E r&x). Clearly #I is 
ndent of the choke of x and p. The intersection matrises for Rn 
zue Mk = (plfl] for 1 6 k < r. By [S, 4.1-4.31, 
(3) M, IUS cci>lumn sum h, . 
W 2.3. If t G 4 then Mr and Ml commute for QN i, / E ( 1, 2, . . . . r). 
By 15, (4. IO)& atl Mj and .Mj commute if and srrf~ if the irredu- 
tibie constituents of the permuta&ion representation are all inequivalent. 
c rwuft now fstiows frojm [ EO, Theorems 29.3 and 29.5). 
m 2.4. Let Rn be a $-transitive rank-4 petmututiorl group with TV 
m -&wbib ~~~~~h is not self-wired. Then f WC2 I = 4 (m.sd 6). 
t l~f(.x) = (xl, I”#), I’#) and r)(x) be the orbits of R,, where 
hen i, j, k 2 2, eqs. (1) and (2) above 
ect~ve~y* Y’he first of these 
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By Lemma 2.3, M2 and M, commute. Equating the (2,2)-entries of M2M3 
and M$V, yields 
h+&2+(k-2u ,-1)2=a2+b2+(h-a-b)2, 
whence 
2b2 + 2ab -2&h+-ah-4a2-4a+h-1=0. 
Therefore h is odd and i C2l= 3h + I z 4 (mad 6). 
3. Thr main theorem 
Suppose that (V, B) is an STS. f G is a group of automorphis 
ubly transitiv at GB is transitive. 
e converse of this section, (V, I?) denotes 
an STS with an automorphism group G acting transitively on B. Also, we 
defincu= WI. 
raal 3. t l G v is primitive, ; - transitive, and has rank 2 ) 3, or 7, Furthw 
G D is ewn if and only if Cv is doubly transit&. 
Proofs First, Gc’ is transitive by [ 2? Theorem X.2). Let 0 E B; then 
: G, 1 is independent of 0, since Ga is transitive. Let {x, JP, z) 
G”is ;- transitive. 
: ,d 
how Gtfl,/G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofS~+ ~0 
_ B _ f 2,3,6f and the nontrivia t P orbits of G, have length v - 1 I ECU -- 11, 
i&4 _’ ;! ), oc gu ‘- E ). in particular, the rank of GY is 2,3,4, or 7. 
Cl is cvt:rn, then there existsg = (XJ) . . . E 6 for some X, y E F: Then 
where {x, y, z) = p E B, and e is even. Hence GV has rank 
I, or 4. 1% the rank is 4, then G&, = {(qQ(z)> and there is no dement of 
the form (xz) ,.. E G. Thus the Gx-orbit containing z is not self-paired 
[ 10, Theorem 16.43. But now Lemma 2.4 implies that u 2 4 (mod 61, 
which is impossible. Therefore Gi is even .A and only if W is doubly 
transitive. 
Suppose GE’ wwc imprimitive. Then a set of imprimitivity Twould 
cxmsisk of a point x E -V together with some orbits of C,. If GJ” has rank 
3. then e = 3. As WI divides I VI, we have ( 1 + $(v - 1)) I v. But this im- 
pks (v + 1) II& and v = f , an impossibility. If (7’ has rank 7, then 
5TI=1+&+-1)or1+~(~-- I). The former implies u E { 1,4) and the 
fatter implies v E (I, 5,10,25). Of these, the only possibility is v = 25. 
gut then U?t = 108, so 161 is even, and this contradicts the previous para- 
aph. Therefore GV is primitive, 
3.2. One of the folicwf~g conclusicwu holds: 
( t ) G v is doubly sransitive : 
CZ) odd, V = GF(#), G v < Z(pd), and one of the following 
. 
p ‘= 3, d is odd, Gv has rank 3, ( V, B) is isomorphic to the 
Euclidean geometry EC(d, 3); 
7 (mod 12), Gv has rank 3, (0, I ,x3 E B where x is a pri- 
* h mot ofunity in GF(pd); 
sd t 2), Gv has rank 7. 
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Proof. First, consider the case u s 1 (mod 6). By Theorem 3.1, either GV 
is doubly transitive or IGI is odd. We may assume the latter. If u = 1 
(mod I?), then IBi = $(u - I ) is even, which is impossible as I G I is odd, 
so u = 7 (mod 13). By [ 31 and Theorem 3.1, Cv is solvable and $0transi- 
tivr. Since 7 is not a quadratic residue (mod 12), Lemma 2.2 implies that 
either G v is a Frobenios group or Gv < Z( pd) and V = GF(#). 
We will show next that conclusion (2) holds even if Gv is Frobenius. 
We have G = NG,, where N is elementarv abelian of order pJ and RI 4 G 
By [7, Theorem l&2], 6, =(a, b: Q” = bm = l,a-‘ba = b’S, where 
fr *- I, m) = (n, m) = I 9 Fl”’ z i (niod m), and pt’ is the product of the 
distinct prime factors of n. Clearly Y = (a’?!““, b) is a normal cyclic sub- 
group of G,; if Y acts irreducibly on Iv, then V = GF(pd) and GV < Z(pn) 
by [ 7, Proposition 19.81. So assume that Y normalizes a proper subgroup 
M < N, where M Lf: 1. Then IYi = n’m I ($ - I), where pf = IMI < pd. By 
‘I heorem 3.1, G” has rank 3 or 7. For the moment assume that the rank 
is 7. Then IG$ = $!,‘pd-- 1) and pd 
Pd - 
-- 1 = 6n2n. Let q be a prime dividing 
l.Thenq16, qim,orq 14t. Butq IPI implies@n’,andgf= 1 (mod 6), 
so q I (p’ -- i’k But then Lemma 2.1 says that pd must be 3 square, where- 
asp” s 7 (mod 12). If the rank of GV is 3, then pd - 1 = 2mn and the 
same contradiction occurs, so conclusion 12) holds. 
If Gv has rank 7 then conclusion (I?) (c) holds, so assume that GV has 
rank 3. Then e = 3 and there exists an element h = (0 1 X) . . . E G, where 
(0, % )i x) E B. If t E V = GF(pd), then th = bt” + c for some b. c’ E GF(pd) 
and some field automorphism u f G, so c = @ = 1 and b + c = lh =x, 
i.e., P = (X - l)t” t 1. Now 
and since p > 3, s is a primitive sixth root of unity. Therefore the theo- 
rem is true when u z 1 (mod 6). 
Second, consider the case u = 3 (mud 6). As before, we may assume 
that rGl is odd. To show that Gv < X(3”), the same proof as in the case 
u z 1 (mod 6) works, By Theorem 3.1, e = 1 or 3, ant! since ie(u - 1) is 
an integer, s = 3 and Gv has rank 3. Now GV is solvable and primitive 
by [ 3] and Theorem 3.1, so it contains a regular normal subgroup iV 
which is elementary abelian of order u (see f 10, Theorem 1 1 S 1). Since 
3 I u, u = 3d. If u z 9 (mod 12), then ISt is even, which1 is impossible, so 
u = 3 (mod 12) and d is odd. 
~!.jVi=3~ and ISI=: 3d-” 3d -- I), NB is not semiregular, i.e., 
there exist 0 t5 B and it E IV’ such that pn = p. There-fore /3 = (x, .P, xn2 ). 
Now C;, acts as a group of automorphisms of N (see [ 1 v Theorem 11 *m 
and n and H* qe in different orbits as ICI is odd. As Gx has only two OP 
s on N#, it permutes the cyclic subgroups ofN transitively, Thus 
xfi,x”9)EBforeverynWV #. If ~1, n E N and RN # n, then 
-1Ip * ix+) f B, so {x”, x”, xm2q = (x, P=-I*, xmn2y E B. 
Tlherefore (I? .B) z EG(d, 3), conclusion (2) (a) is satisfied, and Theorem 
3.2 is provttd. 
Note that, as a corollary, any STS possessing a flag4ransitive (i.e., 
transitive on the set {(x, p): x E p E 8)) but not doubly transitive group 
of automorphisms i of type (2)(a) or (2)(b). The systems of type (2)(b) 
were first described by Netto [ 61. For each prime power # = 7 (mod 12), 
there is exactly one Nctto system, as the following proposition shows. 
?ropmition 3.3. Let V = CWpd), pa’ 2 7 (mod 1 a), C = 0(X(#)), and 
kt x he a primitive sixth ~OO~P of unity in GF(pd). Define f3 = {O, 1 ,xjG 
andC:={O,I,x-‘)G. Then(V,B)z(V,C). 
oaf. Let s be a generator of ihe multiplic*stive group of GF(pd) such 
that SC@-- f& = x. If th = st for all t E GFttgd), then h normalizes C and 
G. I-IenceBh = (O,~,X)~~ = (0, I,x}~~ = {o,s,~x}~. Ifk=k-W+~6 1 
then k E C and tk = (s&t, so 
Bh = {0$X, s}G = (0, sx, sjkG = (0, 1, x-l}G = c. 
Therefore (I?, B) z ( V, C). 
4. Block+egubr Steiner triple system 
Let (VP B) be an STS of type (2)(b) or (2)(c) with a g;roup G of auto- 
tnorphisms transitive on B. Then by Theorem j.,P V = GF(pd) and 
where N = {t + t + b: b E GF( pd)}, Q is a subgroup of the 
ltiylic~tive group of CF(pd), and R < Aut GF(cd). If (0, 1, x) =/3E 8, 
Since R normalizes NQ,, it stabilizes the NQ-orbit containing 
= #vQR = p = 3 and N{P is transitive. 
rank 7, theln NQ acts rq;darly on B. An STS which has an 
~~utomo.~h~s~ group acting regularly on the blocks will be called Mock- 
US the systems of type (2)1(c) are block-regular. The Netto 
y nook be; this will b 
e will assume thal: ( 
hich acts regularly on 
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V = GF(p”), pd = 7 (mod 12), and 
G={t-,f6ktCb:bEGF(pd),1~k~(pd-1)/6), 
wherefis a generator of the multiplicative group of GF(p’). 
Proof. We may assume tlrat x ir, not 0 or 1. Since G” is transitive, 
(0, 1) ijG is the set of bkcks of an STS if WJ only if the union of those 
blocks containing 0 is all of CF(pd). The bicoks containing 0 are 
(0,f6k~ Km, w, -f T (x’ - 1)f &), (0, -xf 4k, (1 -- .V)f*6k) 
for 1 4 k < i(pd - I), and their union is CF(pd) if and only if none of 
the following equalities occur for any k and I: 
(4) f@ = -j-6’ , 
(5) fdk = __,f6’ 
(W f& =(x - llf6’. 
\ or fh -$x - l)f6’, 
(8) xf& = __-fy 
1% *xp =(x - l)f61, 
(10) xp = -xf6’, 
(11) xf 6k = -(x - l)t6’, 
WV de _fM = +4-6/ I 
WV ---f@ =- c (x - l)f6’, 
04) :x - l)fM = -3f6', 
(15) (x - l)f& z -(_x --- l)f 61 . 
First of all, eqs. (4), ( 10) :ind (15) are equivalent o f6” = - 1 for 
some m, which is not the case since pd = 7 (mod 12). o (4). ( 10) and 
(15) we impossible. 
Second, (5) and (8, hold if and only if x = -f 6n* for some m and ( II 2) 
is true if and only if x = f 6m fix some WI. As -- 1 is a cube but not a sixt 
power in CF( #), one of (S), (353, ( 12) is true if and only if ,y = f 3m for 
some m. 
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Smilarly one of (61, (71, ( 13) is true if and only if x .- 1 is a cube, 
atnd one of (9). ( I 1), ( 14) 1s true if and only if x-l - 1 is a cube. Thus 
e;llqs. i4) to ( 15) are false ir an,d only if none of x, x -- 1, d --. 1 are 
etubeq and this completes the proof. 
Proof. Let x be a primitive sixth root of unity in GF(pd). If x - 
EeJF(~~d~,tkenO=xt-x+1=x(.p:-1)+1=-~e3+land 
is a cube. Thus Lemma 4.1 says that {O, 1 3 x)’ is the set of 
an STS if and snl~~~ if x is not a cube. But x is a cube if and 
,a( pd -~_ 1), i.e., pi’ = 1 (mod 18), so since pd = 7 (mod 1 I!), 
1, x)” is t5e set of tW31s of an STS if and only if pi $ 19 (mad 36). 
Let us define a liasic element of GF( pd) to be an elentent x such that 
0, 1, x)“) is an SW. Consider the following three sets: 
A, =A,(pd)= {J? 1 GkG;(p3- l)), 
A, = A2(pd)= (j‘3k + 1: 1 < k,< \(pd -- 1)), 
A, =A3(pd)= {(f3” + I)-‘: 1 + k < i(pd -- l)J”’ -4 -1) . 
Then by Lemma 4.3, the set of basic elementcs i  CF(#) - (A i u A 1 u A3). 
Lemma 4.3. The mm&et= of bmk e1ement.v in CFCpd) is 2 + 2 iA l fi A+. 
Preaf.Fipst,weshowAlnA =A “A3=A2”A3=A,nA,nA3. 
Let.~EA~nA~.Then?r=f 32 B =f +lfotsomekandI,so 
1 ,fxc __fft :=fs(l _fW-k)) qs(1 +~S?J) 
forsomem ands =f3 = (p”m+1)-1~A3.Tfl~~AlAA2=AE”A,nA3. 
ofs of the other statements are similar:. 
umber of b;rsic elements 5s therefore 
zzpd - A,! -- b12! -- iAjl+ In,n A,1 +IA,nA&HA,nA3] -IA,nA2hA31 
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Lemma 4.4. Let c(d) and b(d) be integers uch that 4pd = c(dj2 + 27b(dj2, 
c(d) f I (mod 3), and (p, c(d)) = 1. Then iA, n A21 = &(pd + c(d) - 8). 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 7 and Theorem 14 of gart I of 
PI . 
To every basic clement x CE GF(pd) there corresponds ablock-regular 
STS (V, B,), where (0, 1, x) E R,. If x and y are basic elements, then 
( cf. B,) and ( V” B_,,,) may or may not be isomorphic. Define r)(pd) to be 
the number of non-isomor)hic block-regular ST’S with pd points. 
Lemma 4.5. if x 2 7 (mod 12) and rz is odd, then (_x” -- 1)/(x - 1) s 4n - 3 
(mod 12). 
Proof. Xk 3 1 (mod 12) if IC is even and xk = 7 (mod 12) if k is odd. 
H encc 
xn -- I 
--Y..U_ = 
x -- I 
p-‘ 1 + l .* + y *t 1 s I l(i(n + I)) + 7(@ - 1)) i 3n - 3 (mod 12) . 
Lemma 4.6. Let x E GF(ps) C_ GF(pd), r)“’ 2: 7 (xnod 12). Suppose s O- 
basic in GF(p3. Thcrt x is basic in GF(pd) tf and onlv if 3 + d/s. c 
Proof. If 3 I d/s, then x E GF(p”) C_ GF(p3) !C GF(pd), so x is a cube 
and hence not basic. Suppose that 3+d/s. Now ICF(pd)* : Al I(pd)l = 3 
and 
lGF(pd)* : GF(b;$)*I = (p” -- l)/(p” - 1) = 4Cd/s) - 3(mod 12) 
by Lemma 4.5. Thus A &pd) n GF(pS) = A l(pS), and the result fo 
Theorem 4.7. Psstrme t!u~t ~20 block-regular STS with pd points has Q 
daub/y trunsiue auromotnhisnt group. Write d = 3ke, where (3, e) = 1. . 
Then 
, 
+ c(d/s) + 28 - 3(pdis - 1 9 9)) g(s) . 
of. By Thecprem 3.2, G < Autf V, B,) < Z(p’) for all basic elements 
w. Let x and y be basic element nd suppose (V, B,) =” (
there cxistsg, ZI permutation of which maps B, to BY. 
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H and Gg < H Since G and CB both act regularly an l$,, they 
~;cre both contairled in the subgroup T = (t --* UP + b: Q, b, t E GFI#), u 7e 0) 
0% C( #). But T has a uniq.ue subgroup of index 6, so GJr = G and 
g 42 cr#% 
It fotiows that I$(#) permutes the block-regular STS on pd points, 
and that two such systems are isomorphic if and only if there are in the 
same Z(@$orbit. If (J E ZZ{pd) is a field automorphism, thea since u 
fixes 0 and 1 V (P E H if and only if y” =y. Let GF(pg) be the smallest sub- 
field of GF(pd) containing y. If (V, By) is a Netto system* then s = 1 and 
z(#): Hi=2;otherwise IZ(pd):Hl=6s. Notethat IT: Tn HI=dif 
) is not a Netto system. 
e may think of C(pd) and T as permuting the basic elements of 
F(gd!. LX& 0(s) be thz number of T-orbits of elements in GF(pS), and 
let fis) be the number of T-orbits of elements which are contained in 
GF(p’) but no prupe~ subfield. By Lemma 4.6, f’(s) = 0 unless s = 3&t 
Far mrne t. Now 0(3kt) = 2& f(3%), so 
f(3Q) = c p&O(3L,) 
sit 
by the Miibius inversion formula. Also, Ztirln &m)/m = s(n)/n, so 
= c 0(3.ks) c &t/s) = c @(3ks) @W) 
Ste 3”s ct/s)r (t?/s) tls- 
--• - 
sit@ 3”s eK- 
=i c 0(3ks) de/s) =i c Q(ti/i&o) . 
ste sle 
.3 and 4.4 and P’roposition 4.2,1&s) = &p” + c(s) + 1) 
) and B(s) = _I?(J# + G(S) + 19) ifp = 7 or 31 (mod 36). 
bined as 0(s) = ff5(ps + C(S) + 28 - 3(ps - 1,9)), so 
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